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 Overview 
 

 

 

Innovaqua designed the integral system Miranda with the aim of giving 

producers a reliable and robust tool which allows real-time monitoring, control and 

supervision of all the key parameters of an installation. These issues could be done both 

locally and remotely.  

 

Miranda is an exclusive automation control system and can manage the 

unique self-feeding system developed by Innovaqua.  

 

Miranda is an open and adaptable system to any size of fish farms. Thanks to 

the long experience in aquaculture of the Innovaqua team involved in its development 

is fitted to every single factory to achieve an optimum performance at the lower 

possible invest.   

 

Miranda is developed in two layers. The first one, Miranda SDA (Supervisory 

Data Acquisition), is a web server based on Linux (Debian distribution), designed to an 

extreme stability and reliability:  

 

• MySQL database engine. 

• Specifically designed communication module. 

• Apache web server with php technology, accessible from any standard web 

browser and simultaneously by multiple devices with a control Access based on users 

and passwords. It is recommended that to ensure the compatibility of all the 

components the freely distributed Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox are used.  

 

Miranda SDA is installed on a reliable system connected to field controllers 

using copper cable, fiber glass or radio-links (communication network) and records all 

the field data into the dedicated database, allowing the execution of orders and 

programming a variety of control systems. It includes the following issues:  

 

• Real time parameter representation. 

• Real time device status representation.  

• Colour coded representation for a easy and immediate interpretation.  

• Historic data management into a graphic interface. 

• Csv standard files export of historic data. Csv files are compatible with most of 

data management applications.  

• Alarms can be delivered by the system via SMS and/or e-mail.  

• Field device management either in local mode (LAN) or remotely (over 

Internet)  

• Automatic back-up to a detachable SD card and to the system hard disc 

drive.  

• Key-code based system that allows an inmediate change of the configuration 

of the system to a brand new one, maintaining all the previous configuration. 

 

The second layer is Miranda ACB (Automation Control Box) that includes an 

industrial PLC with touch screen. Using the appropriate probes, the PLC can read the 

parameters to be controlled (pH, disolved oxygen, temperature, etc.) and perform the 

desired actuation over the proper devices (pumps, valves, etc.). This control will allow 
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the maintenance of the parameters within the desired thresholds. Miranda ACB is an 

autonomous system that can operate independently of the Miranda SDA. This 

architecture raises the reliability of the system minimizing risks.  

 

Nowadays, Miranda ACB could be connected to any standard 4-20 mA, 0-20 

mA y 0-10 Volts device, or use communications protocols with any external device. 

 

 
 

 

General Architecture of Miranda 

 

 

1.- Description of the system 
 

 

 

1.1.- System requirements 

 

Miranda is delivered configured and ready to use. It is very convenient that the 

power supply is stabilized using an UPS (Uninterruptable Power Supply) with battery that 

allows Miranda continues switched on if a momentary power supply occurs. In 

addition to this, no data will be lost.  

 

Miranda can be accessed though the Ethernet network, either locally from the 

LAN of from Internet if the router has been configured to allow the access using the port 

number 80. The recommended Internet browser is Google Chrome which can be freely 

downloaded from Google and the free plug-in Adobe Flash Player has to be installed 

also. The plug-in can be downloaded, freely also, from www.adobe.com. 
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1.2.- Installation and system recovery 

 

Miranda is already configured and need no further software adjustments. 

 

It is very important that a standard SD card is introduced in the front side of the 

system with, at least, 16 Gb. free space, This SD card is used by the system to 

periodically save backups copies of the database that will be necessary if the system 

has to be recovered after a general failure. The procedure will be explained later. 

 

For Miranda to be accessed from the Internet, out of the LAN of the facilities, 

the router or proxy should be configured to allow this access. For clients to access 

Miranda, the port number 80 should be redirected to the system. For remote 

maintenance, ports 40 and 9000 should be redirected to the system as well.  

 

In case of failure of Miranda, there is a procedure to recover the system 

(configuration and data) from a brand new Miranda. Into the key-code (the supplied 

pen drive) all the configuration and license is stored. If it is necessary to recover the 

system to a new Miranda, just plug the key-code in the brand new system with a 

screen, mouse and keyboard. Just follow the wizard that will start in less than a minute.  

WARNING: all the configuration and data existing in the system will be lost. Once the 

system has been restablished, and after reboot the system, you can recover your data 

simply introducing the SD card with the backups using the backup icon. 

 

 The recovery system from an installation to a brand new Miranda SDA is 

extremely simple. It needs a local screen, keyboard and mouse directly connected to 

the system. Simply follow the instructions on the screen to recover the system. 

 

 

1.3.- Main screens 

 

 1.3.1.- Access screen: 

 

 
 

 

This screen allows the user to introduce the user and password to begin using the 

system.  
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1.3.2.- Main screen; 

 

 
 

Figure  1 – Main screen.  

 

 

It is divided in four areas: 

 

1.- Icons bar: 

 

 
 

With the following parts: 

 

- Shortcut to Innovaqua data. 

 

 By clicking this icon, you can access the Innovaqua 

website (if accessing remotely) or the contact data (if accessing locally). 

 

- Function icons: 

 

  

 

Depending on the privileges of the actual user, there could me more or less 

icons. It allows access to the main system functions. 

 

- Actual user name. 
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- Exit button to the access screen. 

 

 
 

2.- Installations bar: 

 

 
 

There are different tabs that allow access to different part of the facility. By 

clicking at each tab, user can access different parts. The upper part of the tab shows 

the state using a color coded system: 

 

Depending on the color of the upper part of the tab it shows:  

 

•  If it is in green, no alar mis active for this part. 

•  If blinking in yellow and red, there is an active alarm in 

this moment. 

•  If in red, there is an alarm but it has already been 

acknowledged.  

 

 

3.- Synoptic: 

 

 
 

 

It shows an sketch of the facility with the different displays of the parameters 

that are being monitored. 
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Displays has two fields:  

 

 
 

 At the left side, there is shown the short name of the parameter. At the right side, 

the parameter and the unit are represented; The color of the parameter depends on 

the existence or not of alarms.   

 

4.- Bottom bar: 

 

It has two parts: 

 

- A system status indicator: 

 

 
 

If the lamp is in green, the system is running with no problems.  

 

If it is in yellow, the system is in demo mode and will stop within 30 days from the 

date it started. By positioning the mouse over the lamp, the date of expires will be 

shown. This happens if a valid key-code is not detected. 

 

If the lamp is in red, the system is stopped. No data are being logged and the 

system is in navigation mode. In this mode, the user can browse recorded data, but no 

new data is being added to the database, and there is no real time information. 

 

- Hour and date. Indicates the local date and hour of the system. If the system 

has access to the Internet it will connect to a time server using NTP protocol to 

assure that the hour and date are updated. It is very convenient that the 

network administrator allows Miranda to access NTP services using UDP port 

123. 

 

 
 

 

1.6.- General icons bar 

 

The icons bar is used to access to the main control options. 

 

 
 

1.6.1.- Alarms 

 

To access the alarm list, the following icon should be clicked. Using this icon the general 

list of alarms is accessed. To access only to the alarms related to one display, just right 

click on the display and select Alarms. 
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If the icon is in grey, there are no active alarms. If it blinks in yellow and red, there is an 

active alarm. If it is in red, there is an acknowledged active alarm. 

 

The following screen allows alarm management: 

 

 
 

On the upper side of the window, there is a list of the active alarms with further 

information regarding the origin, description and the hour and date when it was 

generated. With the bottoms at the right, the active alarms could be acknowledged or 

dis-acknowledged: 

 

: is used to acknowledge an active alarm. This way, the alarms icon on 

the main screen stays in red and the upper side of the tab installation stays in red 

without blinking.  

 

: is used to turn on an active alarm that has already been 

acknowledged. 
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1.6.2.- General alarms 

 

Clicking the following icon the general alarm configuration window is accessed: 

 

 
 

The configuration window is the following: 
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In this window all the general alarms of the system are set, as well as the alarm groups 

as explained later.  

 

 

There are several kinds of general alarms:  

 

 
 

This alarm warns that the system is not able to connect to the Internet. As a 

consequence, Miranda will not be reachable from the outside (WAN). Furthermore, 

the system could not send e-mail with warnings. This alarm will only be delivered by SMS.  

 

 
 

This alarm warns that Miranda is already connected to the Internet but can not send 

e-mail. It will be delivered by SMS.  

 

 

 
 

This alarm warns that Miranda can not send SMS properly. It will be delivered only by e-

mail. 
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This alarm warns that Miranda has lost the connection to a device network. As a 

consequence, no data will be collected from all the devices connected to that 

network. 

 

 

 
 

Despite the previous alarm, this one warns that the connection with one controller has 

been lost, but the network is still working.  

 

 
 

These are alarms related to the license:  

 

If the system is in test mode, Miranda has not a valid keycode and it will remain in test 

mode for 30 days. The status indicator at the left bottom part of the screen is in yellow. 

 

If the system is running with another keycode, it means that Miranda has found a valid 

keycode, but it belongs to another system. The configuration of the keycode could be 

loaded to Miranda, for instance when recovering a damaged unit. All the data into 

the system will be lost. 
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In navigation mode, the test period of Miranda has expired and the system has 

stopped. No data is being logged and Miranda is only valid to explore recorded data, 

no new data will be read or stored. The status indicator at the bottom left part of the 

main screen is in red. 

 

 

1.6.3.- Graphs 

 

The following icon should be clicked to generate a generic graph. User can generate a 

graph of a particular variable in the contextual menu of the display. 

 

 
 

NOTE: Miranda uses Flash technology for managing graphs. The browser used for 

accessing Miranda should necessarily have permission for using Flash technology 

complement.  

 

Allow Flash complement in Google Chrome: 

 

1.- Open Settings in the 3-dot icon on the upper right part of the screen. 

2.- Open Advanced at the bottom of the page. 

3.- Open Content Settings. 

4.- Open Flash. 

5.- Set the first slider in Ask First (recommended) Make sure that it is not set in Block sites 

from running Flash.  

6.- Press ADD under Allow to write the URL (or IP) of the Miranda site. 

7.- Restart the browser.  
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Icons for managing the graphs: 

 

 : It allows the user to add or remove variables to the displayed graph by 

selecting them on the new window that will be opened.  

 

: This control allows to save graphs and load 

previously saves ones.  

 

• To save the current graph (with the displayed variables and interval that is being 

represented) first the user should write a name to identify the graph and later, 

click on the icon to save: . 

• To load a previously saved graph, the user should first select the graph on the 

pop-up menú and then click on the icon to load: . 

• To delete a saved graph, the user should select the graph to delete from the 

pop-up menú, and later click the icon to delete: . 

 

 

 : It allows to zoom in or out the selected graph. If the button  is 

selected (in dark blue) the user can move freely the grahp on the x axis and make 

zoom with the central wheel of the mouse.  

 

Clicking , the automatic scale is selected and the y axis will be automatically 

scaled according to the represented variables.  

 

: It allows to navigate through the x axis (time):  

• Clicking on   or  the user can navigate to the first or the last data 

recorded on the database.   

• Clocking on   or  The user can move, back or forward, a complete 

page, with the same zoom status previously selected.   

• Clicking on  The user can select the interval to be represented on the 

following window:  
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On it, the user can select the interval by date or the desired last interval in hours, days, 

weeks, or months.  

 

Clicking on   the user can actívate or deactivate the real-time graph. 
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By clicking on   The user can manage the data exportation in two possible 

ways. The exported data will be exactly those that appears on the graph window at 

this moment.  

•  Data are exported in standard format csv. By clicking on it, the user can 

Access to the following window:  

 
 

In this window, the user can change the file name. The interval is the time lapse 

between two data. The user can select 1, 5, 10 or 30 minutes or 1, 2, 6, 12 or 24 

hours.  

 

To obtain the data, there are two options:  

 

• Open or save: to open the file directly on the browser or save it to the local 

hard disk drive. The action depends on the configuration of the browser.  

• Send by e-mail: The system sends an e-mail with the csv file attached. Only 

one recipient can be specified at once.  
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•  it allows to export the graph as an image file in png format. Clicking on it 

opens the following window:  

 

 
 

The name of the file could be modified. To get the image file, there are two 

options: 

 

• Open or save, that allows to open directly the image on the browser or save 

i ton the local hard disc drive.  

• Send by email, that makes the system to send the image file as attached file 

of the email to the specified recipient.   
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On the right side of the screen the represented variables are displayed as a list, with the 

color that the system assigns to each variable. By clicking on the cross of the variable, it 

will be deleted from the graph.  

 

 
 

The value that is displayed on the list depends on the place that the cursor is placed 

and belongs to the moment displayed on the right top corner.  

 

By selecting a variable on the list, the graph is highlighted.  

 

 

1.6.4.- Feeding tables 

 

To access the feeding tables, the user should click on the following icon:  . 

 

The detailed explanation of each table is on the chapter dedicated to the feeding 

systems.  

 

1.6.5.- User Management 

 

To access the user management, click on the following icon: . 
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The following window will be displayed: 

 

 
 

On it, the user can make the complete user management.  

 

Changes that are made on this window will not be saved until the button  

 is clicked. To discard the changes, close the window on the right top part 

by clicking on:  . 

 

On the right side of the window there are the controls to add or remove users:  

 

 
 

Clicking on  the user of this row will be deleted.  

Clicking on   a new row is added for a new user. 

 

Each user has several fields: 

• User: is the user name that should be used on the welcome screen to access 

the system. 

• Password: a password should be assigned to the new user. The user could 

change the password later. 

• Password repeat: it is just a security mechanism to assure that the password is 

correctly typed.  

• Name: is the full name of the user. It will be displayed on the right top part of 

the screen once the user logs in. 
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• Privileges: is the level of privilege assigned to the user. There are 5 levels of 

privilege:  

o User management: is the highest level of privilege. This user can do 

everything with the system, including creating and deleting new 

users or change the privilege of other users. 

o Alarm config.: Can access to all the functions of Miranda except 

managing users.  

o Device config.: Has the same functionality of the previous level, 

except that cannot configure alarms, alarms groups or system 

alarms. 

o Alarms and graphs: it is a quite restricted level that can only access 

to alarms and graphs, both individually for one variable or through 

the general icon.   

o Basic: is the most restricted level of privilege. It can only visualize the 

actual state of the system, without access to the recorded data. 

• Demo: clicking on demo, the user will not be able to save the chcanges that 

are made on the system. It is intended to create users that can “see” but not 

change anything. 

• Phone: this is the phone number that the system will use to send alarm 

messages (SMS) to the user.  

• Email: is the email address that the system will use to send alarm messages 

by email.  

• S. T. Alerts: is the start time for sending alerts. Intended to restrict the hours 

when the system sends messages to a user or not. 

• E. F. Alerts: is the end time for sending alerts. If the user wants to receive 

alerts everytime, it should be selected 0:00 as start time and 23:59 as end 

time.  

 

1.6.6.- Alert groups, privileges and visibility. 

 

The configuration for alarms groups, privileges and visibility is managed by 

clicking the icon: .  
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On the following screen it could be configured:  

 

 
 

It has two tabs: 

• Alarm groups: in this tab the user can create or delete alarm groups that 

can be freely configured and assign users to groups. On the right part of the 

screen, new groups can be created or existing groups can be deleted. 

  With the red button (-) the group is deleted and with the green 

button (+) a new group is created. User should assign a name to the new 

group when created.  

Every user could be assigned to every group by just clicking on it.  

.  
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• Visibility of the displays: the following screen shows the tab:  

 

 
 

In this table ll the users are shown by columns and all the displays by rows. In this 

table the user manager can decide whether each user can see or not each 

display corresponding to each variable. If a display is not selected for a user, 

when this user logs in, the display will not be visible and, as a consequence, no 

information could be retrieved, neither in real time or historic.  

 

By selecting the user, this user will access to all the displays of the system 

. 

In the same way, if a display is selected, all the users will see it 

. 

By default, all the displays are visible for all users.  

 

1.6.7.- General Configuration. 

 

The network configuration parameters, email accounts and SMSs sending, can 

be managed clicking the icon: .  
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The following screen is reached:  

 

 
 

It has two taps: 

 

Network Connections: under it, network parameters can be configured, such as DHCP 

server, IP address, Subnet Mask, Gateway or DNS servers. User can also check if the 

system is connected to Internet and the public IP address for remote access. If the 

system is not connected to Internet the user can disable it so is will no longer try to 

connect. 

 

Emails and SMSs: the user can configure whether the system should try to send email or 

SMS alarms. Email accounts  can be configured according to the user parameters. This 

accounts will be used by Miranda when sending alarm email or exporting data: 
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1.6.7.- Backup restoring 

 

Miranda system includes an automated recovery system. By means of this 

system, a periodic backup of the database is being created al 0:00 every day. The 

backup is created in two different locations:  

• On the local hard disk drive. In a dedicated partition.  

• If the system has a SD card on the front slot, which is highly recommended, 

the backups will also be created on the SD card.  

 

In case of system failure or if the current database is damaged, by clicking on 

the icon   the restoring backup window is displayed:  
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. 

 

In this window all the backups existing at the system are displayed sorted by 

date, both local (HDD) and removable (SD) media.  

 

To restore the system from a backup copy of the database, just select the 

desired backup and click on restore .  

 

WARNING: after a backup recovery, the current database will be permanently 

deleted from the system and it will not be possible to recover it.  

After a backup recovery, the system will automatically stop for some seconds 

and start. It is recommended that the system is rebooted after a backup recovery.  

 

1.6.8.- Ayuda 

 

Clicking on   user can access to this help file.  

If the system is being operated from the local console, the file is automatically 

opened. To close it and go back to the main screen, right click with the mouse and 

click on “back”.  

In remote mode, the help file could be opened or saved to the client HDD.  
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2.1. – Tank control, control text box. 

 

Every tank equipped with Innovaqua’s Self-Demand Feeding Control Box is 

represented on the display by the text box in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 – Text box of a tank’s Self-Demand Control. 

 
 On the left, against salmon coloured background, you will see the abbreviation 

that identifies the feeder. On the right, you will see the information regarding the 

amount of food that has been demanded or the number of demands that have been 

taken.  The options, as you will see further on, are as follows:  

 

: Demands by interval. 

 

: Total Demands. 

 

: Food by interval. 

 

: Total Food. 

 

The colour of the digits indicates the state of the control in relation with the 

possible alarms. Possible states of the alarm, in which the digits will flash, are as follows:  

 

: Short-circuit sensor alarm. 

 

: Maximum food limit alarm. 

 

: Sensor inactivity alarm. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

2.1.1. – Tank configuration menu 

 

If you press “Configure” you will enter the menu represented in Figure 2.   
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It is necessary to click with your mouse to have access to these values. When 

you click, the following menu will appear: 

 

 
 

Figure  2 – Pond Control Menu
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Menu options: 

 

: Pond name. 

 

 

: Self-Demand enabled. 

 

Controllers can be deactivated. This way memory will be saved because the 

value will not be read, and the system will not generate alarms nor register data. This 

state is showed in the deactivation image:   .  

 

However, the control Box will continue functioning with its latest activated 

parameters.  

 

 

 : Number of demands meter. 

On the right, you will see the amount of food delivered (in grams or kilograms). You will 

see both the total since the last reset (bottom line) and the amount of food delivered 

since the last visualization (top line).  

 

Demands by intervals: It shows a histogram of the demands (sensor activations) that 

have occurred during the set interval. (See graphic parameters options) 

 

Food by intervals: It shows a histogram of the food delivered in the selected interval of 

time. The reliability of these values depends on the accuracy of the feeder calibration.  

 

Total demands: It shows an XY graphic of the total number of demands made since the 

last reset, adding all the partial demands made in every one of the selected time 

intervals. 

 

Total food: It shows an XY graphic of the accumulated amount of food delivered since 

the last reset, adding the partial quantities of all the demands made in every one of the 

selected time intervals.  The reliability of these values depends on the accuracy of the 

feeder calibration.  

 

There are four options for the display visualization of parameters: 

 

See demands by interval: It shows the amount of demands made during the interval 

defined by the “Period of visualization” variable in the configuration menu of the 

selected tank/pond.  
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See food by intervals: It shows the amount of food delivered during the interval defined 

by the “Period of visualization” variable in the configuration menu of the selected 

tank/pond.  

 

See total demands: It shows the amount of demands made since the last reset 

according to the “Daily reset” variable in the confirmation menu of the selected 

tank/pond. 

 

See total food: It shows the amount of food delivered during the interval defined by the 

“Daily reset” variable in the configuration menu of the selected tank/pond.  

 

 

 : Calibration value for the adjustment of the 

quantity of feed delivered by unit of time. It allows the system to be adapted to 

different types of commercially available feeders.  In the text box located on the right 

you will see a pull-down menu with the different calibrations that have been defined by 

the calibration charts. On the left, you will see the value that has been memorized by 

the Control Box. This last value will be generated by the Program when saving. 

 

 : It defines the interval of time in which the demands 

made and the delivered food will be visualized.  

 

 
: It allows to program a particular time of the day in which the total demands meter 

and the total food meter will be set to zero. On the right you will see the time of the last 

reset. It can be deactivated at any time.  

 

 : Sensitivity factor. Using the 

“SENSITIVITY” control in the control Box you will be able to establish the amount of time 

(in seconds) during which the probe must be activated in order to be measured as a 

demand by the control. In this window you will see the current value in the Control Box 

(left). This value can be modified by introducing a new number in the box to the right.  

 

 

 
: It shows the “WORKING MODE” that is currently selected by the Control Box (left) and it 

allows a new mode to be selected (right). Besides it shows the system current time and 

the status of the relay that activates the feeder.  
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The options for the system alarms are accessible in the Alarm Menu. 

 
 

The “active time” of the sensor shows the level of activation that the system has 

regarding the sensor. (In thousandths of a second) 

 

 
: It activates the alarm if the sensor is activated for an amount of time (in seconds) that 

excess the selected time. It shows in real time the amount of time that the sensor is 

activated.  

 

 

 : It activates the alarm if no 

demands are detected during the selected time. (In hours) 

 

 

 
: This parameter sets a maximum amount of food to be delivered per day (in grams). 

The system starts measuring the food at 00:00 every day and the delivery will be 

stopped if the limit (in weight) is reached in the next 24 hours, even if the system 

continues to register more demands. At 00:00 the following day the system will start 

delivering food again and the timer and the food measurement will start again.  

 

 

 : The temporary window pattern that is 

showed in the pull-down menu is applied to the current tank. 

 

 

 
: It allows the activation/deactivation of alert SMS sending for each one of the alarms 

described.   
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 : It allows activating or deactivating the sending of one SMS 

to each alarm group in the case of a short-circuit alarm. That is to say, if the sensor is 

activated for a period of time longer than the one set (in tenths of a second). 

 

 : It allows activating or deactivating the sending of one SMS 

to each alarm group in the case of an inactivity alarm, that is if after the established 

time no demands have been detected. 

 

 

 : It allows activating or deactivating the sending of one SMS 

to each alarm group in the case of a maximum food alarm, that is if the established 

maximum amount of food per day (in kilograms) has been exceeded in one day. 

 

 

 

 

: It allows copying the complete 

configuration of the current Self-Demand Sytem to all the Seld-Demand Systems that 

are selected in the following window.  
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 : Saves the changes in the control configuration.   

 

 : Cancels the changes in the control configuration menu. 
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2.1.2. – Graphics visualization menu 

 

If you press “Graphics” in the pull-down menu of the control text box you will 

have access to the window depicted in Figure 4. 

 

 

 
 

Figura 4 – Graphics window 

 

In section 1.6.3 you will find instructions of use for this window. 

 

 

2.2.- Feeding charts 

 

If you click on the icon  on the top bar you will gain access to the 

configuration menu of two charts that are related to Self-Demand Feeding.  
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2.2.1.- Calibrations 

 

 

If you click on the tag “Calibrations” you will have access to this window: 

 

 
 

Here you will be able to establish and modify the calibration values for different 

combinations of feeders and feed. 

 

 : Calibration value name. 

 

: Calibration value, in grams/second, for this row. 
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 : It allows changing the calibration for that row. 

 

 

 

 : It allows creating a new calibration entry.  
 
 

2.2.2.- Temporary windows 

 

 

If you click on “Temporary Windows”, you will see the following window: 

 

 

 
 

In this window, you will be able to create, modify, and design the connection 

and disconnection patterns for the control Boxes. 
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 : Name of the pattern. 

 

 : It allows erasing the feeding pattern. 

 

 : It allows creating a new feeding pattern. 
 

: In every line the starting and the ending time will appear for 

the period in which the feeding will be activated. There may be several time intervals 

within one pattern.  

 

Starting and ending times can be set by clicking on the watch icon. In that case 

the following window will appear and you will be able to set the time precisely.  

 

 
 

 

Regarding the temporary windows, the system will work as indicated next: 

 

Every box will have a defined temporary window pattern. They will work as usual 

if they fulfil the usual working requirements and if the current time is between the limits 

of the interval for an activated bar. If the current time is not between the limits of the 

interval, the system will register the food demand made by the fish but the feeder will 

not be activated.  

 

 If you wish the box to be always working, you must configure a temporary 

window whose interval is between 00:00 and 23:59. 

 

 

 

 


